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TEi'1PERATURE BOUNDARY EFFECT OF THE LARGE HEAT PUMP CYCLE 
ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TURBOCOi~PRESSOR 
Ass.prof. MILAN sAREVSKI, M.Sc. 
Faculty of Mechanical engineering, University of Skopje, Yugoslavia 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of one-stage turbocompressors in the heat pumps has contruc-
tive, technological and operation-energy justification. This paper is a contribution 
to the study of the characteristics of the one-stage turbocompressors, designe9_for 
the utilization of the waste heat gained from the industrial water coo6ing systems. 
The temperature 1 evel of the waste heat flux is of the grade t 1 =30 ~ 40 C. 6he ther-
mal transformation of this heat in the heat pump on the grade t 1 =(60- 90) C makes 
it usable in the heating systems or in the technological proces~es. 
The main attention is paid on the temperature boundery effect of the heat 
pump cycle ( t,_ and tk) on the pressure ratio n. conditional i~ach number M =u 2;a 
1
, 
and through i~, on t~e characteristics of the one-stage turbocompressors.
0 0 
The main characteristic of these compressors is work in conditions with hi-
gh Mach numbers. Optimal design of the flow space and the regulating sistem of the 
turbocompressor is possible if the modelling of the expected characteristics of the 
turbocompressor is done, and the work in conditions with high Mach number is taken 
into consideration. 
The basis for optimal design of the flow space and the regulating sistem 
of tile turbocompressor from the aspect of maximal economy during the exploitation is 
the modelling of the heat pump operation with joining the characteristics of its es-
sential elements (turbocompressor, condenser, evaporator). 
2. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE REFREGERANTS 
Besides the essential demands for the characteristics of the refrigerant,at 
an optimal choice of the refrigerant in the turbocompressor heat pumps, some additi-
onal criteria are imposed. 
At given temperature boundaries of the heat pump cycle (t0 and tk) the need-
ed pressure ration n is the function of the refrigerant characteristics. The determi-
ned dependence of n from the normal evaporation temperature tan ~nd from t 0 and tk 
(Fig.l), shows that the refrigerants with lower t are more sat1sfactory for the 
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Fig.l. Dependence of non the refrigerant properties 
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Fig.2 shows the boundary periferic~l velo~ity u2 and the boundary pres~u~e ratio n connected with the stress propert1es of 1rnpeller and gas-dynam1c cond1t1ons 
in the flow space (1·1ach number), for different refrigerants. The data from Fig.2 re-
fer to a particular type of impeller (the coefficient of pressure ratio ~= 0,5, and 
polytropic coefficient of performance np=0,85) and for particular conditions (t0 = 
30°C ). Freons are characterised with large molecular mass and for them, in most 
cases, f~ach number is a l imi ti ng criterion. In the one-stage freon turbocompressors 








Fig.2. Dependence of u2, M0 , n, and h on the refrigerant 
The influence of the heat pump capacity upon the dimensions of the turbocom-
press?r can be seen through the dependence of the impeller diameter Dz upon the heat 
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3, MODELLING OF WORK CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ONE-STAGE TURBOCDr·1PRESSORS 
DESIGNED FOR HEAT PUI~PS 
The operation of the turbocompresor in conditions with high M~ leads to the 
sheer characteristics of the turbocompressor caused by the influence 'of the high pre-
ssure ratio and the critical phenomena in the flow space of the turbocompressor. 
3,1. The influence of the high pressure ratio on the turbocompressor 
The influence of the high pressure ratio on the work characteristics of the 
turbocompressor results from the intensive change of the specific volume at the out-
let of the impeller with the change of work condition. The geometry of the impeller 
and the losses at the flow space determine the dependence of n upon the coefficient 
of flow ~zr[n=f(~zrll, Fig.Sc. 
n=[l+(str+sp)(k1-
k2T2rct9s2(ku-l )M~] (ii)!(ku-1 l -np 
(l) 
If we exclude the crittcal phenomena from the analysis and suppose that the 
compressor has the same dimensionaless work characteristic n=f(T2 ), Fig.5a, for tw
o 
different i~ , then the transformation of this dependence and the Hependence n=f( '{-2rl, 
Fig.5c, in ¥unctional dependence n= f(~l ), Fig.Sb, and n=f(~), Fig.Sd, that in fact 
represents work characteristic of the tuFbocompressor, is done by the following rela-
tions: b D k 2 2 T2 v2 
'f'l r"' bl Dl Tl kvl <p 2r 
v' 
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----·From the-equations·,-;- 2~ 3, 4'and fromFig.s;-it--can--been·seen that·--at--the'high 
pressure ratio turbocompressors (high M~), the change of the coefficie~t of the f~o~ . 
~ does not follow the change of ~ , oue to the influence of the flu1d compresslblll-t}r(k 2) which is noticeable at the
2 ~igh pressure ratio freon turbocompressors. In the 
equatYons (1) - (4): 
at +a - means the friction and ventilation losses at the impeller disc and the r pr losses at slots 
k1 and kz - the coefficients of the dimensionaless criterion of the fluid head ~2 which depend upon the geometric and constructive characteristics of tHe 
impeller and upon the work condition 
Ku - conditional adiabatic exponent 
ryp - polytropic coefficient of performance 
o2,o2,b1 ,01 -width, that is, the outlet diameter, that one in the inlet of the casca-de of the imp~ller 
~2 .~ 1 - the reduction coefficient of outlet or inlet crossection at the casade of the impe 11 er 
v•,v1,v2 -specific volume at the inlet of the compressor (0), the inlet (1) and 0 outlet of the cascade of the impeller (2) 





-r~ach number of the gas flow at the inlet of the impeller (0). 
3.2. The influence of the critical phenomena in the flow 
space of the turbocompressor 
The increase of Mu always leads to the increase of Mach numbers in the gas 
flow Mw and ~1c. The value of these Mach numbers, associated with their critical phe-nomena, depend upon the geometric and constructive characteristics in the 'flow space 
of the turbocompressor, and influence the gasdynamic losses, and the work characteri-stics of the turbocompressor. 
The dependence of the gasdynamic losses in the impeller upon the geometric and 
constructive characterists of ti1e impeller, and upon the condition of work may be ex-
pressed with the equation: rn 2 2 -2 
To ~ 1 r + 01 ( 5) 
tlnk~co - + 'k 
2 cp2u 2 ljl2u 
~; 0 =f(kc) - coefficient of gasdynamic losses at the inlet of the impeller; 
k~-=c 1 ;c0 - coefficient of acceleration of the gas flow at the inlet of the impeller (c0 ), just before the inlet of the cascade of the impeller (cl); 
~0 =c0 ;u 2 - coefficient of the flow at the inlet of the impeller 
1;k =( 1;kl +r;k2+r;k3) km - coefficient of the gasdynami c 1 osses at the cascade of impe 11 er; 
r;kl=f(Re,o) - coefficient of gasdynamic losses in the impeller due to friction, 
which is the function of the Reynold's number Re and the relative 
roughness o of the channels between blades; 
l;kz=f(vu,v1) -coefficient of gasdynamic losses in the cascade of the impeller due to diffusivity of the channels between the blades, which is the fun-
ction of the equivalent angle of the diffusivity condition v , and 
the angle of groove of the channel between blades at the inl~t edge 
of the cascade v1 ; 
- coefficient of gasdynamic losses in the cascade of the impeller due 
to the deviation from the shockless flow in the cascade, and is the 
function of the angle of attack of the gas flow on the blades i; 
k eof(Mkr -.flaX) 
M wl' 1 wl - coefficient of gasdynamic losses due to the critical phenomena in the impe 11 er; 
51 "'D1/D2 - relative diameter at the inlet edge of the cascade of,the impeller. 
To establish the analytical functional dependences of the coefficients of gas-dynamic losses, we use experimental and empirical data for turbocompressors. 
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---Characteristic-Value which determines the flow in the cascade of'the impeller-
is i.Jach number i~wkr in the critical crossection of the cascade. It is very difficult 
and practically imposs~ble to find th: critical crossection of the turning channel 
between_the blades, us1ng the theoret1cal methods of aerodynamic of the cascade, if 
we exam1ne a rea] flow in the cascade connected with the detachment of the boundary 
layer,_reversible flow phenomenon, jet-wave effect etc. That is why Mach number Mw1= 
w1/a1 1s taken as characteristic value which defines the flow in the channel between 
the blad:s of t~e_impe~ler. Cri~~cal phenomena in the cascade of_the impeller are in-
cluded w1th def1n1ng_MC] and ~1 . ,_wh1chkre~resent the character1stics of the casca-de. f4ach _n~mber t4wl 1s Called ~r1t1c~l_Mwj 1f at any place on the profile of the bla-
de, a cr1t1cal speed appears. The cnt1ca1 ;.,kr depends on the angle of attack in the 
cascade of the impeller i (Fig.S) and that d~bendence in general may be expressed by 
the function /3/: k .2 
M r = A ea 1 (6) wl o 
The Mach number M 1, is called maximal if critical flows appear at the critical eros-
section of the ca~cade, and for given impeller it may be considered constant. 
Mmax _ A 
I \Vl - 1 (7) 
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Fig.S. Critical phenomena in the 
impeller 
Ftg.6. Dependence of the coefficient of 
gasdynamic losses in the impeller 
upon Mu and i 1 
The appearance of critical flow at any place in the channel between the. bla-
des leads to the appearance of a densed blow wave, which is a typical thermo-dynamic 
irreversible ·process. Additional energy losses from this phenomenon result from the 
influence of sudden change of speed, pressure, density, and temperature on the cas-
cade flow, which is followed by the detachment of the boundary layer, appearance of 
the reversible flow etc. The influence of critical phenomena on the coefficient ~f 
performance is included in kM- The coeffici:n~ k1,,=1 in the coQditions when Hw < I>!Wf 
(from B to C, Fig.S), and kM>l in the cond1t1ons when r~wl >Mwj (left from Band from 
C to D, Fig.S). The coeffic~ent kM may be expressed as a polynomial /3L: 
kr 
Mwl-Mwl 
kM = P(Mmax- M 
wl wl 
(8) 
In the condition D, it comes to the stop in the increase of flow in the channel 
between the blades. The results from the experimental studies for the coefficient of 
losses in the impeller /1/, Fig.6 determine these observations. 
3.3. Some specialties in the geometric and constructive characte-
ristics of the impeller with high Mach numbers 
The optimization of the inlet of impeller from the condition for minimal lo-
sses in the impeller, at high M
0
, is connected with finding the minimum of the relati-
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------·-- _____ , ... ------------------· -------···--·~~~1-ve ~peed at -the-in"fe-t of. the-cascade of the impe 11 er w1 • For defined dependence (u)-= u c 2 2 (-!}+(-!},from the condition al(w1;u2l l/aD0 =0, we get the diameter at the inlet u2 u 
of the im~eller D0=D0 /02 at minimal w1: 
4T k b rp k' 
0 . ,a+ [2 2 v2 2 2r c om1n k k 
Tl D vo 
(9) 
And the corresponding angle of the blade: 






tgi3lwlmin = (10) 
The results from the mathematical models for work characteristics of the one-stage turbocompressors /3/ show that optimal inlet in the impeller is established at: 
- diameter of the inlet of the impeller D
0 =Dowlmi - ang 1 e of the b 1 a de at the in 1 et s1 =s . n -coefficient of acceleration k~-=(0,95\wj~ln 
- diametar of the hub o=O. 
The impellers with small relative width (6 "b2/D = (0,015-0,025)) enable work with higher i~"'' and with that, estab1ishing highe~ n, whh lower M 1 and from that aspect they are more satisfactory in the turbocompressor heat pump~. 
3.4. Adjustment of the diffuser and impeller work 
The conception for the application of diffuser without blades in the freon turbocompressors appears as unsatisfactory, because its usual advantages cannot be utilized from the following reasons: 
-to achieve work characteristics with wider operating zone, with application of a diffuser without blades, conceptually is unacceptable because of the sheer work characteristic due to the above mentioned reasons; 
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Fig.7. Dependence of the coefficients of ~erformance of the impeller, diffuser and turbocompressor upon 'Pzr 
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·- the work conditions ·are not coordinated with the best pe-rformances -of the 
impeller and the diffuser. The diffuser without blades has bad performances in the 
conditions with small coefficients of flow ~ 2 . To achieve high n, it is necessary to h~v7 a high co7fficient_of ~luid head 92u,rand that means that the calculated work cond1t1on of the 1mpeller_ 1s w1th ~mall ~zr: The impeller in that work condition has 
the best performances, wh1le the dlffuser w1thout blades works with low coefficient 
of performances (Fjg.7). 
The application of blade diffusers enables: 
- adjustment of the work conditions with the best performances of the impeller 
and the diffuser and achievement of the maximal coefficients of performance of the 
turbocompressor; 
- regulation of the turbocompressor with turning of diffuser blades. 
4. JOING OF THE TURBOCm1PRESSOR CHARACTERISTICS WITH 
THE HEAT Pur1P ELENENTS 
Modelling of the work of the hea-t pump by jo1mng the characteristics of its 
elements represents the basis for optimal design of the flow space and the regula-
ting system of the turbocompressor. 
Working point of the heat pump is achieved with jo1ning the characteristics 
of its elements (evaporator, turbocompressor, condenser). The ~haracteristic of the 
evaporator is represented with functional dependence t ~f(Q ,t' ), where the tempera-
ture of the waste water t' appears as a parameter. WitR joiRing the characteristics 
of the turbocompressor we gain the characteristic of compressor~evaporator sub-sy-
stem. In modelling the characteristics of the compressor-evaporator we take into 
consideration the influence of the change of evaporation temperature upon the non-
dimension work characteristic of the turbocompressor ~~f( ~2 ) . This results from the influence of the r~wl change with the temperature 1 eve 1 . rThe condenser characte-
ristics are given with the functional dependence tk=f(Q0 ,tw1l, where the temperatu-
re of the hot water twl is taken as a parameter. Working po1nt of the heat pump is 
determined at the point where the characteristic of compressor-evaporator sub-sy-
stem cuts the characteristic of the condenser. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The application of one-stage turbocompressors for utilization of heat the 
waste water with heat pump for heating purposes is suitable in the analysed tempera-
ture range t'~(30 - 40)°C and twl~(60 - 90)°C. The essential specialty which chara-
terizes the one-stage turbocompressors for heat pumps is the operation in the con-
ditions with high ~ach numbers. Increasing the difference in temperature levels of 
the heat pump cycle causes the increasing the necessary pressure ratio n, and the 
necessary Mu. The coefficient of performance of the compressor designed for operati-
on with high Mach numbers is insignificantly smaller than the coefficient of perfor-
mance of the turbocompressor estimated with low Mach numbers. Work characteristics 
of the turbocompressor with high Mu are sheer which results from: 
- the influence of the compressor high pressure ratio 
- the influence of the critical phenomena in the flow space of the compressor. 
In designing the flow space, special attention should be paid to the adjust-
ment of the work conditions with the most satisfactory performances of the impeller 
and the diffuser. The application of the diffuser without blades is shown to be unsui-
table. With correct designing of the regulating system (inlet guide, turning of dif-
fuser blades, change of numbers of revolution), it is possible to change efficiency 
of the heat pump capacity in function of the heat consumer demands. Optimal design 
of the flow space and regulating system is impossible without previous knowledge of 
the turbocoinpressor work conditions in the heat pump. This is achieved by joining 
the characteristics of the turbocompressor with the characteristics of the conden-
ser and the evaporator by using the model for their prediction. 
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TEiotPERATURE BOUNDARY EFFECT OF THE LARGE HEAT PUriP 
CYCLE ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TURBOCOI4PRESSOR 
SUMMARY: An analysis has been mode of the industrial water cooling systems which can 
be used as a heat source._ For this analysis, the practical range of the temperature 
boundaries of the heat pump cycles are considered. The author has analysed the appli-
cation of Fl2 as a working body. Some research results are given of the losses in the 
impller and diffuser, their interactions, expected efficiency and expected gasdyna-
mic characteristics. The criteria are defined for the optimal design of the one-sta-
ge centrifugal compressors applied in heat pumps at given temperature boundaries of 
the cicle. 
I 
INFLUENCE DES FROTl~RES DE CHALEUR DU LE CYCLE 
DES GRANDES POMPES A CHALEUR SUR LES CARACTERISTIQUES 
DU TURBDCOMPRESSEUR 
RESUME: On a ~labor~ une analyse des syst~mes industriels de refroidissement qui 
peuvent etre utilis~s comme source de chaleur. On a ~tabli 1 'aire pratique des te-
mp~ratures fronti~res du cycle des pompes ~ chaleur an employant Fl2 en tant que 
C?rps de travai~. 0~ a pr~sen~~ les resultats de: recherches faites Surles d~perdi­
t1ons dans le c1rcu1t et le d1ffuseur, leurs act1ons mutuelles et les caract~risti­
ques dynamiques de gaz respectives ainsi que les rendements. On a d~fini les crit~­
res pour projet optimum des compresseurs centrifuges~ un etage appliqu~s dans les 
pompes ~ chaleur ayant des temperatures fronti~res du cycle. 
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